The Transportation Stock Index has exploded along with the rest of the markets.
It’s beyond a hot job market for Forwarder Broker
professionals. There is close to full employment in
the community. The Forwarder Broker Industry is
experiencing the same struggles to identify
experienced talent as most other industries.
Third party logistics providers of every size have
been aggressively searching for experienced local
Branch level talent in every geographic market in
the country…with moderate success.

Where are the experienced Entry Writers?
Import Managers? Customer Care Specialists? The Operations team that service the clients every day?
Where is the flow of quality candidates to interview and cherry pick the best fit for your team?
Ask any colleague from any competitor who has conducted a search for their team and the results are the
same around the country, ‘this pool of talent is remarkably small’…add filters such as an LCB, a language,
commodity knowledge (eg. footwear, wearing apparel, pharma, wines & spirits etc.), FDA, OGA’s, ACE,
college degree, Duty Drawback, a specific country expertise
and scheduling an interview with a potential candidate
becomes an event.
Conversely, Executive and Senior Management opportunities
at the Regional and National level are shrinking as companies
employ flat organizational structures. Along with firms’
willingness to relocate a candidate at this level allows
Companies to look at some really talented candidates.

Today Forwarder/Brokers’
employees and talent are
better educated and more
highly motivated than ever
before. They have many
choices. What makes your
opportunity compelling
enough to join your team?

So why this problem at the Branch level…
Most everyone has heard of the Pareto Principle, known as the 80/20 Rule. Every company and hiring manager is
consciously or subconsciously looking for the top 20% performers. No one ever tells us ‘Find me a mediocre Import
Manager’…it’s always “good” or “great”.
But what’s happening now is the top twenty percenters are seeking and finding jobs with the Importers and Exporters…
for higher salaries, richer benefit packages and the perception of a better career path. Once they transition to the
‘client’ side they are usually lost forever…and rarely return to the service side.

Location… Providers aren’t just
clustered near the ports anymore…
many have gone suburban…shorter
drive times with easy, safe parking...
and that’s attractive to a candidate.

Competition…it’s still a small community…
when someone becomes an active candidate,
they get hired by the competition very quickly
and are off the market. We see smart
companies book the candidate with multiple
internal interviews with the stakeholders and
the hiring manager…sometimes on the same
day but usually within a week’s time...and
wrap up an offer and start date.

Compensation…someone will
always offer more money…and
that’s really attractive.

No Bench Strength…there is very little attention
devoted to a feeder system for the Industry.
Logistics Providers, OTI’s, CHB’s, FF’s must partner
with High Schools, Business Schools and both two
and four year Colleges to Implement real, hands
on job training for students with courses designed
by industry veterans. The result is a grad with
much quicker learning curve. Online training
might be better for someone experienced and the
course can be customized by the employer who is
picking up the cost. Quality Training of Rookies
can also be customized and an extremely effective
recruiting tool. There are some awesome 3rd
party training options for the Industry…and some
companies are already using them…but way too
few. Training is expensive…and without an
indentured servitude agreement, that smart
rookie will be wooed by the competitor next door.
Check with your company’s Legal Counsel to see if
you can protect your firm with a clawback agreement if the employee leaves within an agreed
upon timeframe, a prorated 24 month agreement
is fair. Some states will enforce the agreement.

Titles and Job Descriptions are Important
So…do you think an entry writer in your firm would prefer to answer a
job posting for an Entry Writer or Import Analyst or a Trade Analyst?
Savvy owners are hiring staff with succession plans in mind, cross training
employees for multiple positions and rebranding positions and titles.
Todays Forwarder/Brokers employees and talent are better educated
and highly motivated than ever before. How to attract them and keep
them is critical
Many small/midsize multi-office firms still don’t have formal job
descriptions for their Branch level staff positions.
Think of your new employee like a new client…it took a while to get them
on board. Now let’s keep them.

1 – Compensation Package & Benefits –
huge disparity throughout the industry
2 - Career Path – Where is my opportunity?
Cross Training?
I have to wait for that Boomer to retire?
3 – a. My Boss - he doesn’t care about me –
he takes all the credit
b. Location/Commute

Base Salaries are Trending Up
and vary depending on Branch and/or Regional revenue and headcount
Entry Writer/Senior Entry Writer/Import Coordinator/Export Coordinator – $45k-$63k – most are offering paid over
time for these positions.
Import Supervisor/Customs Supervisor/Export Supervisor – $58k – $75k
Import Manager/Customs Manager/Branch Manager/ Brokerage Manager/LCB Air/Ocean Import Manager/
Export Manager / Customer Service – $70k -$115k
Director and VP level salaries– $150-$200k+ – as an industry there are less of these titles then 10 years ago and are
typically in the top 50 Broker/Forwarders by size.

The Counter Offer Conundrum
Our recommendation…say goodbye and wish them well.
If you’re the person leaving…keep moving.
The relationship will never be the same.
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